Miluz – to the rhythm of life
The new modular wiring device range from
Schneider Electric that matches your daily life
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The rhythm and energy
that inspire all your moments
Miluz is the new modular wiring device range from Schneider Electric that
matches all aspects of your daily life.
Miluz products are based on a contemporary
design, are fully functional, highly reliable
and resistant. Available in the design versions
Bossa, Salsa and Jazz, the Miluz product range
offers attractive features such as dimmers,

movement detectors and USB chargers.
Another plus is that Miluz products are
ecologically responsible. And best of all,
they come with all these benefits and you
don’t pay extra from them.

Recognised with the
iF Design Award,
Discipline Product
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Matches your style
Miluz meets all your requirements and desires with a range that renders your home even more beautiful
and modern to a detail. Created by Questto Nó, an internationally renowned and award-winning
design studio, the Miluz concept is practical and offers the ultimate in design, making your life easier.

The Miluz design goes perfectly with all backgrounds
and comes with a number of stand-out features:
• Modern, award-winning, pioneering design
• Smooth curves that blend in with the environment
• Modular system to meet your requirements
• Glossy finish
• Screwless cover plate
• Child-protection
• UV protection
(to protect against fading by ultraviolet rays)

iF has hosted its Product Design Award since 1953 and attracts, each year,
more than 2,000 product entries from around 37 nations, which are judged by
renowned experts. The best entries receive the iF seal of outstanding design quality.
The Miluz modular switch range was recognized with the iF Design Award,
Discipline Product thanks to its products’ practical, attractive designs and functionality.
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Matches your rhythm
Satisfying the desires of stylish homeowners, Miluz offers beautiful finishes in sophisticated colors,
giving a touch of class to any environment. The range evokes passion and vitality while also providing
maximum flexibility and customization possibilities, to enhance your decoration. Available in various
sleek plate finishes and color options, the Miluz range really stands out and demands attention.

Miluz Bossa

Miluz Salsa

Miluz Jazz

Miluz Bossa is available

Miluz Salsa has a silver, gold and brown finish, evoking

Miluz Jazz comes in a

in white only, for a classic,

passion, energy and inspiration.

bronze finish and permeates

yet discreet finish.
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joy, elegance and prestige.
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To the rhythm of
practicality
The Miluz product line is designed with functionality and practicality in mind.
All Miluz products come with a smooth curve design, and their glossy
finish makes cleaning simple.

Modular flexibility
The modular concept of Miluz products
brings you the ultimate in flexibility, allowing
a combination of functions.
Up to three functions can be operated from
one plate, according to your requirements.

Plate for 1 module

Plate for 2 modules

Plate for 3 modules

Blind plate

Quick and easy cleaning
Miluz brings you customer-friendly products that
are designed to make your life easier. Cleaning
is made easy thanks to the glossy finish with
smooth curves, rendering a brilliant and bright
aspect at all times.
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Versatility and functionality

Movement detector

USB charger

Light dimmer

Buzzer

Fan control

Movement detectors

USB chargers allow

Light dimmers give home

A buzzer fits seamlessly

Fan control means that you

automatically switch on a

electronic devices such

owners full user-control

into the Miluz interface,

can now vary the velocity

light as soon as motion is

as smartphones and tablets

over light brightness levels,

offering a discreet finish and

of your fans at the turn of a

detected. The light

to be charged quickly.

depending on need and

ensuring that your buzzer

switch. Miluz has designed

automatically switches off

Since it is installed locally

mood. Furthermore, this

alert is placed in the optimal

this functionality to increase

again after a predefined

instead of a usual socket-

function helps to minimize

location.

comfort as well as save

time. Not only does move

outlet, searching for the

your overall energy

ment-detector functionality

recharger will be obsolete.

consumption.

energy.

offer automation, it also
helps to minimize the risk
of accidents, and at the
same time increases
energy efficiency.
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Miluz offers versatile features such as USB chargers, movement detectors,
and dimmers, giving homeowners the ultimate in comfort, flexibility and
energy efficiency.

Socket with
Child-protection

Duplex socket

GFCI socket
(shock protection)

RJ11 connector

RJ45 connector

Miluz offers you and your

RJ11 is a telephone

RJ45 (Cat 5) is a data socket

according to your needs

GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit

connection standard that

connector offering a reliable

family peace of mind and

with duplex socket

Interrupter) sockets shut

offers the ultimate for a high-

and fast data connection for

safety with sockets that

technology.

off an electric power circuit

performance connection.

voice, image and data.

Combine Miluz functions

protect against accidental

when they detect electrical

contacts, thanks to the

current that is flowing along

integrated, enhanced

an unintended path,

contact-protection feature.

such as through water.
This protection can reduce
the risk of electric shocks
and also prevent house fires.
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Sustainable
Safety and beauty in one
Miluz ensures complete peace of mind for you and your family, with products that have been
developed taking into account the culture of your region and developed in accordance with the
strictest local safety standards.

Designed with safety
in mind
Subjected to extreme strength and resilience
tests, Miluz offers high-quality, robust products
that come with a long-lasting design.
Thanks to their safety design, all socket-outlets
are childproof and safe.

Certifications
Miluz products are compliant with local safety
standards.
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The sweet melody of economy
The Miluz product range is designed with the environment in mind, offering you energy efficiency
while respecting global environmental and green directives. Miluz is a perfect match for you,
your family and your finances.

Eco-efficient products
Miluz products are designed with comfort
and energy-efficiency in mind, so not only do
you save on your bills, at the same time you
contribute to respecting the environment.

Movement detector
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Light dimmer
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